
Doctor’s Choice - True HEPA 
Allergen Removers (Air Purifiers)

(HPA100, HPA104, HPA200, HPA204, HPA300)

Allergens can be a major interruption to your daily life– but maintaining indoor air quality shouldn’t be. 
The new Honeywell True HEPA Air Purifiers provide trusted allergen, germ and odor reduction by 
capturing up to 99.97% of microscopic airborne particles that pass through the filters (as small as 0.3 
microns– 250x smaller than the width  of a human hair!). The HEPA filters effectively capture airborne 
grass, tree and other pollen, dust, smoke, pet fur/dander, mold spores, bacteria and virus.  The pre-filter 
also absorbs odors and volatile organic compounds that result from cleaning supplies, new carpet, paint, 
and some types of furniture.

These new models incorporate sleek, intuitive controls that maximize operation for  “General Clean,” 
“Germs,” “Allergens,” and even “Turbo” for faster cleaning and odor removal.  Features include quiet 
operation and filter change reminders.  These sleek new models come in three convenient sizes for 
medium, large and extra-large rooms.  They are so efficient to operate that they are all ENERGY STAR® 
qualified and may qualify for utility rebates where available.
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New easy-to-use LED “tap” controls

Quiet operation

4 cleaning levels including a “Turbo Clean” setting for fast cleaning and 
odor reduction 

Auto-off timer for 2, 4, or 8 hour shut-off intervals or you can run it 24/7 

LED filter change reminders for the pre-filter and HEPA filters

ENERGY STAR® qualified

Available in 3 sizes:
Medium Room Model – for 155 sq. ft. rooms

(black - HPA100; white - HPA104); MSRP  $139.99
Large Room Model – for 310 sq. ft. rooms

(black - HPA200; white - HPA204);  MSRP: $199.99
Extra-large Room Model – for 465 sq. ft. rooms

(black - HPA300);  MSRP  $249.99
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